
 

 

  



Here’s a secret that no one wants to tell you because no one wants to admit it. 
Happiness is not something you’re blessed with at birth, which is why people from all 
walks of life are happy, and other people from the same walks of life are miserable.  

Happiness is not a personality trait by birth or circumstance. 
Happiness is a personality trait by habit.  

Ouch!  

You might want to throw rocks at me right now, and I get it, but before you do, hear 
me out.  

We love to give away our power to anyone and anything outside of ourselves 
because then we can give away the blame too. It’s easier to think we feel ‘that’ way 
or we are ‘this’ way because of X, Y and Z rather than because of the choices we’ve 
made and the habits we have created.  

Now, I’m not saying that you should ignore everything bad that has ever happened to 
you. This is not about suppressing your emotions. It’s about deciding that you’re 
worthy of the life you want to live, despite everything that has tried (and failed) to tear 
you down.  

We get into the habit of creating stories around everything that has happened to us 
(both good and bad) and we repeat these stories and they quickly become our 
“beliefs”. But beliefs are not facts. They are the stories that we have taken to be 
true.  

In every single case, our stories are there to protect us from some past or potential 
harm. Our stories try to keep us safe, but in the process, can rob us of our happiness 
and living to our full potential and therefore are no longer serving us to our best 
interests.  

If we just get in the habit of releasing old stories that no longer serve us and adopting 
a new empowering story, we would become a much happier version of ourselves.  

If you look online for ways to become happier, more positive and more successful, 
you will find different versions of the same list. 

All giving you a list of even more things to do in your day. Yes, they are helpful and, 
yes, they will help you become happier, more positive and more successful but come 
on, who has the time to meditate for 20 minutes and exercise for an hour before you 
even go to work in the morning? 

Life is busy! Well, at least, mine is. Yes, I like to meditate and journal and even do 
some yoga now and again, but I don’t want to dedicate 3 hours and a whole lot of 
energy to activities that, to be honest, I really don’t have time for. I don’t really watch 
TV, I don’t scroll on social media, I don’t even have as much sleep as I’d like, so 
don’t try to tell me I could find those 3 hours if I tried. 



I don’t want to over-work myself to feel happier. Sounds a bit counter-productive, 
right? I want things to just be effortless and do it for me. I mean isn’t that what 
technology is for?  

Who would choose to hand wash their clothes when the washing 
machine can do a much better job? 

In Neuro-Linguisitic Programming (NLP - are you bored of me talking about it yet?) 
We create (and collapse) things called ‘anchors’ but they are also known as ‘triggers’ 
that are basically when an emotional response is created by a stimulus. For 
example, when you hear a certain song and it reminds you of school because it’s 
what you sang with your friend at a talent show. Or when you smell rolling tobacco 
and it reminds you of your grandad as he used to put it in his pipe when you were 
little. Or that angelic picture of your kids when they were little always gives you that 
heart-warming feeling of overwhelming love and pride.  

You have a very real emotional response to something that you’ve either 
remembered or has come through one of your five senses. That’s an anchor. 

You can create your own anchors that constantly remind you of how awesome you 
are, how beautiful you are and how worthy you are. You can also set up your own 
anchors to help manifest your desires into your life.  

I’m just going to say it.  
I like feeling good.  
Feeling good feels good and I want to make sure everything (or as many things as 
possible) in my environment support my happiness.  

If you take a look around your space right now, what do you see?  
If you see old and tired curtains, dusty surfaces and pictures of your ex still framed, 
then of course you’re going to feel crap. You have all these anchors for sadness. But 
what if you changed up the feel of your home to include fun colours, clean spaces 
and photos of you smiling standing next to people who make you feel amazing?  
It’s still anchors but for a completely different emotion. 

And don’t worry, this eBook isn’t just a long list about how to tidy your home and how 
to spend money. Most of the items on this list are completely free and are practical 
ways to create positive anchors.  

 

Did you know that 90-95% of all our thoughts and decisions are 
made in our subconscious mind? 

 

That means you’re telling yourself to feel like crap even when you don’t know it’s 
happening.  
 

Let’s look at one of the items on the list so you can get a good idea of what’s to 
come… 

 



How many times a day do you enter a password into your phone or computer? If 
you’re like most people, the answer is probably “a lot”.  
Why not take advantage of that and make your password something that you want to 
remind yourself of?  
 

Instead of your password being something like the name of your pet from 15 years 
ago, why not make it something like ‘IamHappy’, ‘IamLoved’, ‘1amEnough’, or 
‘Feeling5exy’? Or you can create a password that represents what you want to 
manifest into your life, for example ‘Buisne55Owner’ or ‘sexySize14’. Even the pin 
numbers on your phone or debit cards can represent something. Everytime you type 
‘0-8-0-8’ you can make each number match the syllables to “I-Am-So-Great”.  
 

Everytime you consciously enter in your password or pin number, you will 
unconsciously send a reminder to your subconscious and tell it “this is how it’s going 
to be around here from now on” and over time, you will develop these things as 
beliefs about your identity.  
 

The Reticular Activating System (RAS) in your brain will then go on to look for 
evidence related to your anchor to reinforce it’s value and strengthen it’s 
believability. So when you keep putting in your password ‘1feelpretty’ and your pin 
number is 0-0-3-3 (Oh-So-Pret-ty), the next time someone pays you the compliment 
“You look really great today”, you’re going to start believe it rather than think they’re 
obviously delusional or they’re just being polite. You will even pass a mirror and think 
“Oh hey, beautiful!”  
 

That’s why we create anchors. But, hey, if you like feeling like crap and want to stay 
stuck and miserable, that’s totally your prerogative. I want to thank you for reading 
this far and wish you the best.  
 
 

For everyone else that actually wants to live large and in charge, let’s do this.  
 

By following as many hacks on this list as you can, you’ll hijack 
your subconscious mind to make it work for you instead of against 

you.  
 

Are you still following?  
Great! So, let’s get on with it. Here are 30 ways to create positive anchors and rewire 
your brain, the lazy way: 
 

#1 Passwords and pin codes 

All the information is above so I won’t repeat it. But as I’ve said, you can really make 
this an effortless way to feel good. We have to enter passwords and pin codes into 
devices multiple times a day anyway. Why not use it to your advantage? 

 

  



#2 Phone Reminders and alarms 

This is one that I tell all my clients about. It’s so easy. You set it up once and you 
never have to consciously think about it again.  
 

Here’s how it works. Most of us have these incredible inventions called 
‘smartphones’ that we carry around everywhere with us. They’re truly genius devices 
that we have come to depend on but who actually uses all of the applications on their 
phone? Most of us have a way of setting reminders on our phones (If you don’t, you 
may want to set alarms instead and use a simple beep alarm tone or a silent one).  
 

Instead of setting a reminder to take the bins out or to drink more water, why not set 
up a reminder that says ‘Looking Good!’, ‘Think of something that makes you happy 
right now’ or ‘vaycay with bae’ if you’re wanting to book a holiday. Even if your phone 
reminder has no audible tone (mine doesn’t), the next time you look at your phone 
for the time, or to Google something or whatever, the reminder will be plastered all 
across the screen, waiting to infiltrate your subconscious mind. Before you have a 
chance to question how true it is, you will have already read the reminder and your 
brain will already be working to rewire neuro pathways to create this as a habit and a 
belief.  
 

You can set up your reminders (or alarms) to go off at whatever time of day you 
want. If you notice that around specific times, your mood drops, why not schedule a 
reminder for just before this time?  
I have multiple reminders per day that I have set up once and, now, I don’t even 
have to think about it. They remind me to feel good or remind me of certain things or 
memories that make me feel good.  
 

Let’s talk specifically about alarms for a second. If you use an alarm on your phone 
to get up for work or to start getting your kids ready for school, it’s very possible you 
can ‘name’ that alarm so that when your alarm goes off, on the screen of your phone 
will have the name so that you know what the alarm is for. Why not use that to your 
advantage too? When you reach out to turn it off, it could say “Good Morning Good 
Looking” or “Another healthy day” and while we’re setting our alarms up, assign a 
ringtone that is also an anchor. Choose one that makes you feel good and excited to 
start your day.  
 

Our subconscious mind works in pictures and doesn’t comprehend 
negative statements. For example, if I said to you, “DON’T think of a 

pink Rhino” your subconscious mind doesn’t understand the 
‘don’t’. Instead, it must create an image of the pink rhino in order to 
know what it is not supposed to be thinking of, which is obviously 

too late by then as it has already created the image.   
 

  



#3 Phone Numbers and Names 

This is something that many people already do. Expecially teenagers. When you 
save someone’s number into your phone, you then have to assign a name to that 
number whether it’s ‘Mum’, ‘Dad’, ‘Michael’ or whatever.  
 

You can change the names to become anchors for certain emotions.  
 

So change your wife’s name from ‘Sally’ to ‘Beautiful Soulmate’ to create an anchor 
for love and desire. 
 

You can change your daughter’s name from ‘Alicia’ to ‘My legacy’. 
 

Your best friend’s name can become something like ‘Giggles & Wine’ to create an 
anchor of joy and freedom.  
 

If you are overcome with a feeling of dread every time you see your boss’s name 
appear on your phone, why not change it to something that creates an anchor of 
humour, like ‘Big Ears’ or ‘Unibrow’? 
Or perhaps you want to create an anchor to remind you that he pays you. You could 
change his name to something like ‘Wages’ or ‘Holiday funder’. 
 

If you are trying to manifest buying a house with your spouse, you could change their 
name in your phone to ‘homeowner’. 
Or if you want to manifest a trip to New York with your bestie, you could change their 
name to ‘New York’ or insert the emoji of the statue of liberty. 
 

Every time one of these people call or message you, it will be a little anchor that 
creates an intentional emotional response.  
  
  



#4 Positive Quotes in Your Peripheral Vision.  
It is believed that the average human receives around 11 million pieces of 
information per second through our five senses, but this would be too much for our 
conscious mind to handle. So, our Reticular Activating System (RAS) filters this 
information and only delivers the pieces which it believes to be relevant to our 
conscious mind. So, rather than 11 million pieces of information, we are only 
consciously aware of about 50 pieces of information. That means that our brain is 
receiving approximately 10,999,950 pieces of information per second that we are 
unaware of.  
 

It makes sense. If you’re watching TV or working at your computer, you tend to have 
a tunnel vision and are only aware of that which you are focused on. You don’t notice 
the colour of the walls or the feel of the desk. You don’t notice the sound of the birds 
tweeting outside or how fast you’re breathing. You don’t notice the feel of the clothes 
on your skin or that you’re shaking your foot and driving someone else crazy. There 
is information flooding into your five senses every second without you realising it. 
Let’s take advantage of this.  
 

By posting your favourite quotes or mantras on a sticky note or a print-out on your 
desk, near your TV or somewhere (safely) in your car, you are allowing your 
peripheral vision to pick up on this achor and plant yet another seed into your 
subconscious mind.  
 

Even when you are unaware, you’re conditioning your 
subconscious mind to work for you. 

 

  



#5 Listen to the music that lights you up 

We’ve all seen it on TV when the girl is left broken hearted and listens to the sad 
music while crying into her pillow.  
 

I’m a very emotional person. I’m all for having a good cry when you need to. I’m all 
for releasing your emotions and ugly crying your heart out with snot pouring down 
your face and mascara chasing it. Yes, my husband is a lucky man. 
 

What I’m trying to say is it’s ok to visit those emotions, but don’t stay stuck there. 
What music are you listening to on a regular basis? What story do the lyrics tell? 
Music is a strong anchor for emotions and even if you’re not consciously aware of 
the music you’re listening to, it has a strong effect on your emotional state. So, if 
you’re not listening to music that lights you up, gets your shoulders shuffling, your 
toes tapping and singing your lungs out into your hairbrush while dancing around 
your bathroom, then perhaps you need to rethink your musical choices.  
 

  



#6 Subliminal music/hypnosis while you drift off to sleep 

While we’re talking about music, let’s talk about subliminal music, hypnosis audios 
and even guided meditations.  
 

This is probably one of the most powerful things you can do to 
manifest happiness, success or your desires into your reality.  

 

This is a bit science-y, so I’m going to try and keep it simple.  
 

Dr Bruce Lipton said that there are only two ways to reprogram your subconscious 
mind. The first is through repetition. By repeating thoughts and behaviours, we train 
our subconscious mind to run these automatically. As the subconscious mind is 
habitual programming, it only knows what we teach it. So the more we consciously 
run these thoughts and behaviours, the more we will unconsciously run them. 
 

The second way is to plant the desired programming when you have direct access to 
the subconscious mind, which only happens when the brain is in the theta state. The 
theta state, in adults, can be accessed just before falling asleep and just before 
awakening.  
 

By listening to a hypnosis audio or subliminal music (Music with subliminal 
messages that can only be heard by the subconscious mind and cannot be heard 
consciously) when you are drifting off to sleep, you will pour in the programming 
during the entire time the brain is in the theta wave state.  
 

This is the ultimate lazy way to reprogram your subconscious mind. This is MY way. 
 

You can find hundreds, if not thousands of free subliminal and hypnosis audios on 
YouTube, or, you can create your own.  
 

Write a quick script (so you don’t freeze on what to say) of things you want to be true 
for yourself (list all the things you can think of), on things you want to manifest into 
your life and emotions you want to feel. Remember to keep the statements in the 
positive (eg “I am happy” instead of “I don’t want to be sad”). Then grab your 
smartphone and record yourself saying these statements in a slow, quiet, relaxing 
and soft voice - remember you want to be able to go to sleep. You can even play 
relaxing music in the background to sooth you and help you unwind. I’d suggest 
making the audio around 30 minutes long (or longer if you can). You can repeat your 
list over and over for the whole 30 minutes but remember not to rush it, take your 
time and put some belief into those statements.  
 

Then, each night, pop some earphones into your phone and play the audio you have 
created while drifting off to sleep. No one has to know what you’re listening to or the 
statements that you’ve recorded. You’ve done your bit, now let your pre-recorded 
words do the hard work.  
 

  



#7 Backgrounds and Wallpapers 

We live in the technology age where we’re constantly looking at screens for work, 
play, research, downtime and to communicate.  
 

We acknowledged above that we enter passwords and pin codes into our devices 
multiple times per day. Well, as soon as you’ve correctly entered it, what happens? 
You usually have access to a home screen that you can assign a ‘wallpaper’ or 
‘background picture’ to.  
 

Even if it’s only visible for a split second before you open an App, 
that’s all it takes for your subconscious mind to pick up on that 

anchor.  
 

Change the background imagine on your phone, tablet, laptop, computer, smart 
watch if you can to something that lights you up and creates an anchor for your 
desired emotion or goal.  
 

If you can’t find anything that fits what you want, make your own. I know people that 
create a digital vision board and use that. I make my own and use a background 
image that I feel drawn to then insert words that I want to embody, like “loved”, 
“confident” and “happy”. The words don’t have to be very big or stand out. 
Remember your subconscious mind will receive that information even if you’re not 
consciously aware of it.  
 

Imagine sitting at your desk (With positive quotes/mantras in your peripheral vision), 
you open up your laptop, enter in your password that reminds you how you want to 
feel and then your home screen loads up with a picture that creates an anchor for 
that desired state. You’re giving yourself the best circumstances before you’ve even 
started work! 
 

  



#8 Carry a Lucky Charm 

You’ve heard this one before, right? 

 

It might be lucky undies. It might be a dress that makes you feel sexy. It might be a 
watch that makes you feel rich or killer heels that make you feel like a boss. 
 

We all have certain items of clothing or things we carry that create an anchor for us. I 
might even be something simple like the necklace you wear because your son 
bought it for your birthday.  
 

If you’re struggling to think of something that creates an anchor for you, you can 
either go and treat yourself to something new, afterall, it’s money well spent to create 
this anchor, or you can pick something you already have, for example, a bracelet. 
Then tell yourself “every time I wear this bracelet, I will create that feeling of 
happiness”. 
 

This leads us nicely onto our next anchor to rewire your brain... 
 

  



#9 Assign a new meaning 
 

Things only carry the meaning or message that we give it.  
 

A cheese burger can either look delicious or disgusting depending on the observer’s 
perspective at that time.  
 

When your boss keeps pointing out all the mistakes you make, instead of telling 
yourself it’s because she hates you or is trying to belittle you, you could assign a new 
meaning. It can now mean that she knows your potential and wants you to be the 
best version of yourself that you can possibly be.  
 

When you’re trying to manifest a trip to Barcelona and all you can hear is people in 
your life telling you they’ve just booked to go to Barcelona, don’t make the meaning 
‘I’m so far away from this coming true’. Assign a new meaning. ‘Wow! This must 
mean I’m so close. I wonder if I’ll be there at the same time as anyone I know? 
Maybe we could meet for dinner or go for a walk along the beach?’ 
 

You can even assign a meaning to something completely random.  
 

I seem to see crows quite often and instead of just seeing a bird, I’ve assigned a new 
meaning. Everytime I see a crow, it means I am supported and magic is on it’s way 
into my life. Is it true? Who cares?! It makes me feel good in the moment and that’s 
all I’m really looking for.  
 

  



#10 Keychains 

For mundane tasks like opening your front door, we’re not consciously focused on 
our dreams in life.  
 

But if you had a keychain that was anchor, even taking keys out of your pocket 
would produce an emotional response.  
 

Let’s say you want to go to Paris, look online for a keychain of the eiffel tower. 
 

If you wanted to buy your own home, get a keychain of a house or one saying home 
sweet home. 
 

If you want to invite more happiness into your life, look for keychains that trigger that 
emotion. It could be a positive quote or a funny faced fairy that makes you laugh.  
 

If you’re looking for your soulmate, find a keychain that brings up a feeling of love, 
either towards yourself, for someone else in your life or in general. 
 

  



#11 Picture of the goal/emotion 

This is similar to the wallpaper and background anchor, but you don’t have to limit it 
to your technology devices.  
 

Around my home I have placed many photos of happy memories. They range from 
family photos, lost loved ones, baby pictures of my kids, family trips and holidays, 
inspirational quotes and other artwork that create positive anchors for me.  
 

By having all these wonderful anchors in my home, I am constantly 
reminded of good times and the many laughs we’ve shared. 

 

Again, even when I’m not aware of it, my subconscious mind is receiving this 
information. 
 

You don’t have to put up loads of pictures, and they don’t even have to be of 
memories. You can print off photos from the internet of places you’d like to visit, 
things you want to experience or anything that creates an anchor for the emotion you 
want to feel more of. Dream big. 
 

  



#12 Crystals/Pebbles 

Ok, *SPOILER ALERT* I am a big fan of crystals. I think they are beautiful to look at, 
they remind me of how incredibly complex and wonderful our Earth is and I do 
believe they hold a vibrational energy (as does everything in the universe) to 
produce certain emotions and benefits.  
 

You don’t have to believe this and I’m definitely not going to try and convert you. But 
you can use crystals, pebbles or even stones from the garden as an anchor.  
 

There are two ways I do this. The raw crystals I have in my home, the unpolished 
ones, are not just beautiful to look at, but they’re anchors for certain emotions and 
vibrations that I want to be in. For example, whether or not you believe the rose 
quartz crystal emits a vibration of love, you can assign the meaning of love to it and 
everytime you see it, you will be reminded of the emotion (and vibration) of love.  
 

The second way I use crystals is to find something that feels nice to touch and place 
it in your coat pocket or somewhere you’re likely to come across it now and again 
(For this I use the smaller polished crystals). Assign a meaning or emotion to it. I 
once watched a documentary where a man called it his ‘gratitude rock’ and every 
time he came across it, he would think of all that he is grateful for.  
 

But you, like me, can give it a different meaning. You can think of ways that you are 
confident/worthy/loved/supported/able/happy/productive or whatever emotion you 
want to create. Every time you put your hand in your pocket, you will feel this 
crystal/pebble and be reminded to pull up evidence for this feeling.  
 

Sometimes, when I’m feeling really anxious, I just use my crystals to play with and all 
the while, am reminding myself of how I am safe and supported and everything is 
fine. That’s how I use them as an anchor. 
 

  



#13 Scents 

 

Scent, like any other of our five senses, has the ability to trigger an 
emotional response.  

 

Remember I said before about smelling rolling tobacco and it triggering a memory of 
your Grandad? Or you smell a specific perfume that reminds you of your mum? 
Maybe the smell of metal reminds you of your uncle who is a welder? 

 

Smells not only have the ability to trigger memories, they can also be an anchor for 
an emotion. Good smells set off an internal dialogue within yourself that go on to 
make you feel good. Bad smells do the same to make you feel bad. 
 

Let’s put this into context. 
 

You get home from a long hard day at work, you put your key in the door, open it and 
as soon as you step inside, you are hit with the smell of musky, sweaty air.  Or 
perhaps like someone hasn’t flushed the toilet. Or it smells like someone has trodden 
in something and walked all over your home? How will that make you feel? I’m going 
to assume it doesn’t make you feel great.  
 

Now let’s flip it. This time, when you step into your home, you are hit with the sweet 
fragrance of your bathroom cleaner. Or the fresh spring air. Or perhaps you smell the 
aroma of your favourite dinner? I bet you will walk into your home with a much better 
energy.  
 

Be aware of the aromas you wish you experience in your 
environment.  

 

Does your shower gel smell beautiful and floral, or does it smell cheap? What 
perfumes or creams do you use? Do they smell gorgeous?  
 

I like to use an essential oil diffuser in my home to diffuse whatever oil I pick for that 
day. Like crystals, I’m not going to try and convince you of the benefits and 
believability of essential oils and their properties even if it has been used for 
thousands of years to help countless people, but by now, I hope you understand that 
smells have an effect on you. You might love the smell of lavender or you might hate 
it. As long as you know what effect it has on you, that’s all you need to know.  
 

A lot of people love scented candles in their home because they love walking into a 
home that carries the aroma of their desired scent. Why do they do this? Because 
they like it and it makes them feel good. It’s an anchor they use to create a certain 
emotion. Plain and simple. 
 

  



#14 Mugs  
As most of our behaviours, thoughts and beliefs are habitual, it’s time we speak 
about your mugs. And for any Londoners, no, I’m not talking about your face. 
 

When you wake up in the morning and make your hot drink of choice (or any drink 
for that matter), I’m willing to bet you automatically reach for your favourite mug/cup. 
Have you ever questioned why? Picture it now and ask yourself how it makes you 
feel?  
If it makes you feel luxurious and everytime you reach into the cupboard for it, you 
have that anchor of abundance and gratitude, then you are well ahead of the game. 
But if it’s just convenient and has chips in it, then you’re creating an anchor for an 
emotion of settling or that you’re unworthy. Bin that mug now! 
 

I have a few different mugs that I like to use and choose the one I wish to trigger the 
anchor attached to the mug I choose.  
 

To anchor a feeling of love and appreciation, you could ask for a particular mug from 
your partner or children for your birthday. 
 

To anchor a feeling of wealth, you may want to find a mug that has a positive quote 
about money or different currencies printed on it.  
 

To manifest a ferrari, see if you can buy an official ferrari mug. 
 

Same thing with a cup or bottle of water. How does it make you 
feel? Does it inspire you to drink more water? Does it anchor a 

feeling of health and vitality?  

 

I really like drinking water but it took me ages to buy a reusable water bottle. I had 
my eye on a water bottle with crystals inside it but it always felt like a luxury that 
could wait. When I finally took the leap and bought the crystal water bottle, I was 
amazed at how much of a difference it made. Every time I look at my water bottle or 
drink from it, it’s so pretty and it makes me feel so good. It’s another one of my 
anchors. 
 

  



#15 Use your body 

In NLP, we use the body to create anchors so that you can call on a desired emotion 
at any given time. By working with an NLP practitioner, you can use a simple action 
to bring on confidence, happiness, or a feeling of calm.  
 

We actually do this in everyday lives but in reverse.It’s much more common for us to 
use our body as an expression of our emotions rather than to create emotions.  
 

When you are worried, you may bite your nails.  
An excited child may clap her hands. 
A scary part of a film may make you raise your hands to cover your mouth.  
 

The emotional response has created a physical action. But we can also make the 
physical action to create an emotional response.  
 

You can do this by choice and assign a meaning to an action, for example, everytime 
you realise that you’re shaking your foot or leg, it’s a reminder to move your body 
and exercise if you’re trying to lose weight.  
When you need a wave of love, you hold your necklace that your partner bought for 
you and remind yourself that all is well, you are loved and supported, you think of all 
the wonderful memories you’ve enjoyed together and all the wonderful times to 
come.  

 

Perhaps when you notice you’re bad mouthing yourself in your 
head, you place your hands on your hips and stand in the 

superwoman pose (Which has been proven to make you feel more 
confident and empowered) while repeating your favourite mantras 

or “I am” statements to replace the negative self-talk. 
 

You can also work with an NLP practitioner to supercharge desired emotions. 
 

  



#16 Send Emails/texts to yourself 
Ok, you might initially think but Rhiannon, isn't this a bit sad? Maybe, but I’ll admit 
that I do it.  
 

Think of it more like the reminders you set on your phone. Send yourself an Email or 
text (or both) and schedule it at some point in the future.  
 

You could write yourself words of affirmations, encouragement or congratulate 
yourself on your new job if you’re trying to manifest one.  
 

You could write an Email talking about the incredible trip you had in Rome and of the 
delicious food you ate and the wonderful places you visited if you’re trying to 
manifest it.  
You could send a text to wish yourself a wonderful day or remind yourself to eat 
healthily.  
 

The idea behind this is that you feel good when you’re typing out the Email/text, you 
schedule it far enough into the future that you when it comes through, it’s a nice little 
surprise and that same message makes you feel good for a second time. (Or send 
so many that you can’t remember all the messages you’ve sent). 
 

  



#17 Declutter 

Ok, I said at the beginning of this book that it wasn’t all about cleaning up your 
environment, but you can’t deny the evidence. A cluttered environment leads to a 
cluttered mind. There have been numerous studies to confirm the link between 
physical clutter and mental clutter, all you have to do is do a quick search online and 
you’ll find multiple studies proving it.  
 

Think about it. When you get into a clean and tidy car that smells nice, it makes you 
feel different to getting in a dirty and messy car that smells like something very well 
may have died in it. 
 

Look at the places you spend the most time, your home, your car, 
your place of work and anywhere else. What emotions and feelings 

do they anchor for you?   
 

This is not just about your environment, I also want you to declutter your purse/wallet 
from any papers or receipts that don’t need to be there.  
I want you to remove anything from your bag that doesn’t need to be there.  
I want you to declutter and organise your wardrobe and draws so that every time go 
to get dressed, everything is neatly laid out to make your decision making easier and 
you don’t have to pull out 50 items to get to the black top buried at the bottom that’s 
now creased, which you now have to waste more time ironing. 
Take a look at your kitchen cupboards. Can they be decluttered of items that are 
past their best? Can it be upgraded? Or organised for easier access? 

 

  



#18 Kill two birds with one stone 

You know this saying, right?  
This is about using one task to also complete another.  
 

Let’s be honest. Life is sooo busy. We’ve all got shit to do. We’re all just out here 
trying the best we can with what we have.  
My aim is not to give you a long list of things to do on top of everything else you 
already have to deal with. I want your life to be easier as well as happier and fuller.  
 

Let me give you a little example so you can understand what I mean. When I go for a 
run, I like to listen to inspirational podcasts. Firstly, I have three children and not a lot 
of free time to leisurely sit around listening to podcasts, so by doing the two at the 
same time, I get both things done in half the time.  
Also, By listening to a podcast, my mind is focusing on the content instead of how 
tired I am, how cold it is and how ‘at least, I ran for a little bit, it’s ok if I go home 
now.’ It keeps me running for longer and I’m left feeling inspired and pumped ready 
for action.  
 

Another example (and something I’ve already touched on before) is drifting off to 
sleep while playing a guided hypnosis. You’re going to have to drift off to sleep 
anyway, so why not pair it with something that will rewire your brain for more 
happiness, confidence, love, success or whatever area you’re targeting? 

 

If you have a stressful job and want to feel calmer, you could listen to a guided 
meditation on your walk in from the train station.  
 

Do you want to learn to build a website for your new business so you can leave your 
current job? Listen to an audio book about how to build effective websites on your 
drive into the office. 
 

Repeat your mantras in the shower, write them in the steam on the 
shower door or draw hearts, smiley faces or dollar signs. Imaging 
the water washing away your fear or negative stories to leave you 

feeling empowered.  
 

While you’re getting ready for a date, listen to songs that make you feel sexy, 
confident, and interesting. 
 

  



#19 Love letters or love notes  
There are two ways to do this one. The first way is writing to yourself. The second 
way is writing to others. Let me explain how each is beneficial. 
 

When you write a love letter to yourself, you can do so from your highest self, the 
part of you that is pure love and light. The part of you that lies deeper than your 
insecurities, fears and regrets. You can write a letter, from your higher self, that is an 
honest and loving way to express everything you love about yourself without blaming 
or shaming yourself in any way. If you find it hard to do this or you feel 
uncomfortable, like it’s vain or self centred, try writing yourself a letter through the 
eyes of someone who loves you dearly. When I do this, I always look at myself 
through the eyes of my dad because I know his love for me is unconditional and it’s 
easier to see my good qualities through his eyes than my own sometimes. 
 

You can leave yourself little love notes around the house or in random places so 
that, when you stumble across them, it makes you smile. Leaving notes like ‘I love 
you’ is great, but make sure whatever you’re writing is really going to anchor your 
desired emotion. Leave little sticky notes on your mirror saying ‘hey good looking’ or 
‘you’ve got this’. Open your diary to see a note saying ‘today is a great day’. Opening 
your jewelry box to see a note saying ‘You are more precious than any jewel’.  
 

If you are trying to save up to travel to France, leave a note in your purse, or on your 
credit card that says ‘Bonjour Madame/Monsieur’ to make you think twice about your 
purchase. 
 

You can also do both of these things for other people too. Now, you might be 
thinking but Rhiannon, I’m trying to make myself feel better, not other people. Yes, 
you’re right, but there’s also a lot of personal gain by spreading love to other people 
too. Let’s look at love letters. 
By writing someone a love letter, even if you never give it to them, you express 
qualities and attributes that you love and appreciate about that person. You show 
your subconscious mind evidence of this wonderful relationship you have in yourself 
and by pinpointing the specific traits that you admire, your brain naturally tries to find 
patterns and other evidence to back this up. Then, if you actually hand the letter over 
to the person it’s about, you light them up, you spread some love about who they are 
and everything they’ve been and done for you. You show appreciation and 
acknowledgement when it’s so common for us to take things and people for granted.  
 

I did exactly this. I was in a bad place following the loss of my brother and I decided 
to write my family love letters to express how much they mean to me while I still 
could. I wrote everyone their own individual letters that were specific to them. I not 
only did this for my husband, children and parents, but I also wrote ones for my Nan 
and Grandad, my aunties, my uncle, my cousins and even some of the babies in the 
family. I felt so incredible after writing these letters. I was flooded with positive, 
reinforced evidence about the relationships in my life and it was profound to learn 
that I am surrounded by so many strong women in my family. Something I had never 
really noticed until I took the time to write out those letters.  
 

Leaving love notes for your loved ones is so special too. This is a way for you to 
show appreciation on a regular basis. Whether it’s a little ‘have a great day’ in your 



kids’ packed lunch, a ‘hey sexy’ to your partner or a ‘thank you for being you’ to your 
roommate, it’s a way to bring in more love and appreciation into your relationships 
which can never be a bad thing.  
 

No one wants to feel undervalued and taken for granted.  
 

Plus, with all this love being spread, you may even receive little acts of kindness and 
appreciation back in return and so a wonderful cycle is created.  
 

  



#20 Morning routine/ night routine 

What’s your habitual patterns when you wake up? Do you groan and plead for an 
extra few minutes in bed because you dread the day ahead? Do you begrudgingly 
drag yourself out of bed and head straight for a coffee and remind yourself of how 
boring/tiring/stressful/awful the day ahead will be.  
What about before you go to bed? Are you consuming horror stories from a news 
channel or endlessly scrolling your social media news feed judging everyone? 

 

How you start your day will massively impact what events and moods follow.  
 

How you end your day is what you take into sleep with you and what rolls around in 
your subconscious mind all night.  
 

By developing a simple morning and/or night routine, you can 
really turbocharge your mindset and life.  

 

It doesn’t have to be anything complex. It could be to write a list of things you want to 
get done that day (or the following day). It’s simple, effective and you’ve basically 
planned your day.  
You could want to write out your affirmations or even journal before bed to help you 
debrief your day and process where your head's at.  
 

Whatever you decide to do, make sure it supports the version of you that you are 
becoming.   



#21 Mundane tasks 

If you hate cleaning the toilet, or hoovering the stairs, or waiting in traffic, you don’t 
have to accept defeat. Use that time. Sing an empowering song, visualize (as long 
as it’s safe to do so), interview your future self, repeat your affirmations/mantras over 
and over and over again. Do something that will take your attention off of how much 
you hate the task at hand, how bored you are and how this isn’t you living your best 
life.  
 

We all have things in our lives that we don’t like. Sometimes things just can’t be 
avoided. But that doesn’t mean that you have to accept that it is going to be horrible.  
 

I really hate cleaning the bathroom, I live with 4 males, but it’s a task that needs to 
be done. I have a choice. These are my options: 

1. I can keeping repeating in my head how much I hate it and moan the whole 
time I’m doing it. 

2. I can get someone else to do it (ask my husband, hire a cleaner, wait until my 
kids are old enough and delegate to them) 

3. I can leave it, ew! Or 
4. I can use this as an opportunity to have a few minutes to myself, and either 

listen to my audiobook or a YouTube video with some inspiring and 
empowering content or put on some 70s soul music and get into the groove. 

 

Each of those options have different energies and each will leave me feeling a 
different way at the end. When you are faced with a mundane or boring task, ask 
yourself “How do I want to feel after this? How can I make this better?” 
 

  



#22 Leave clues everywhere 

In this eBook, you will find many examples of how to leave clues everywhere, and 
we’ll touch on it again in #30. The more clues you leave, the more anchors your 
subconscious minds will pick up on and rewire your brain.  
 

Many people choose to get a tattoo to mark a significant change in their life, a 
reminder of how far they've come, a devotion to someone or something that they 
love. This, again, is just an anchor for everytime they see that tattoo, they are 
reminded. I have definitely done this, but you don’t have to permanently mark your 
skin to cause the same effect. 
 

As I’ve said before, you can create an anchor with jewellery, sticky notes, 
photographs or any of the other tips I have given you in this book.  
 

  



#23 Adopt an empowering anthem 

As I said in #5 Listen to music that lights you up, listening to music can really have 
an impact on your mood.  
If you want to feel confident when you step into a meeting or for an interview, why 
not listen to music that makes you feel unstoppable?  
Have a dedicated song ready for when times get tough or things feel a bit 
overwhelming. 
You could create a playlist of upbeat songs that make you feel great for when you’re 
going for a run or doing your workout. 
Maybe you listen to Irish folk music to get you in the feeling of being on the beautiful 
emerald Isle that you’re trying to manifest. 
 

Why not adopt an empowering song when you want to step into 
your ideal, desired self.  

 

  



#24 Photos in your wallet 
If you’re reading this book, you live in a part of the world where money is necessary. 
It pays for the food that we eat, the clothes that we wear, the means in which we 
travel, the home that we live in, the electricity that we use and the WiFi that we 
cannot live without.  
 

Money (or the electronic version of it) pays for almost everything except the air that 
we breathe.  
Humans have developed the idea of currency so much that we don’t even really use 
physical money anymore. We have a little piece of plastic that, when used, deducts 
specific numbers from our bank accounts. Now, while all of this is fascinating, it’s not 
necessarily important for what we’re discussing here.  
 

Whether you choose to live by physical coins and notes or by 
plastic debit and credit cards, every time you open your purse or 

wallet, you can use that as an anchor.  
 

We all spend much more than we should on unnecessary things. By having an 
anchor in your wallet of the weekend trip you’re trying to save up for to surprise your 
partner, will make you think twice about making that purchase. Let’s say you want an 
overnight stay at a city near where you live. You could print out a photo of an iconic 
building from that city or even just the name of that city and place it in your wallet. 
The next time you open your wallet to buy the coffee or that new dress that isn’t too 
different from the other five in your wardrobe that look just like it, you will question 
how much you really want to make the purchase, or if you would be happier putting 
that money towards your weekend away.  
 

Same thing if you’re in debt will your bills or with your credit card. Print out “debt-
free” or “paid in full” and every time you go to impulse buy, by opening your wallet, 
you will be faced with that anchor and realise you have a choice. What do you want 
more? The thing in your hand? Or to be debt-free and know that you won’t have 
people calling and writing you letters telling you to pay up and issuing final demands. 
 

Please note that at any time, you can choose again. Your anchors are there to give 
you freedom and options. I don’t care if you’re standing at the tills and the shop 
assistant has totalled up your bill, if you catch a glimpse of your anchor and realise 
you don’t want to make that purchase, you can change your mind. Lie if you have to. 
A simple “Oh, I’m so sorry, I think I’ve left my credit card in my other purse. I think I’ll 
have to leave this today. Sorry about that.” Done. It’s really not as bad as you think it 
is. That person will have forgotten about the whole thing about 3.7 seconds after you 
walk away.  
 

While we’re printing off pictures, let’s print off some fake money while we’re at it. 
Although, let’s be clear, we’re not counterfeiting money. That’s illegal!  
 

But let’s say you need £5000 to pay off some credit card debt. Make a fake £5000 
note to leave in your purse. It’s not an anchor to remind you of the debt that’s 
looming over your head. It’s an anchor to remind you what to work towards. You 
might even want to do the reverse, to create a note of all the money you have 
already paid off. Let’s say of your £5000 debt, you have already paid off £275. 



Create a £275 note to remind you of all that you already achieved. You can even 
update it. As time goes on, and you keep paying off your debt, update the fake notes 
by printing out some new ones or even just covering up the old value with the new 
value.  
 

Remember the anchor is supposed to make you feel good, so either 
count down from or towards your goal, do whichever way feels 

good to you.  
 

One last tip on this. If you find that spending money feels good to you but you’re just 
spending for the sake of it and not on actual things that you want or like, why not 
print out a fake note, let’s say £500 or £1000. Every time you open your wallet, you 
will see that money in there and you can play a game. What would you spend that 
money on? A holiday? Driving lessons? A gift for someone else? Sometimes just 
imagining you could spend the money is enough. By doing it in your mind and 
tricking your brain to believe you have the ‘cash’ in your wallet right now, you still 
release the hormones in your brain to feel the good feelings of buying.  
 

  



#25 Naming bank accounts 

This one is pretty straightforward so I won’t go into too much detail. But you can 
open a savings account (or use a pre existing one) and name it after the thing you 
want to manifest in your life.  
 

Let’s say you want to backpack across Thailand. Open a savings account specifically 
for your trip across Thailand that you regularly deposit money into and call it your 
‘Thailand fund’. Every time you get paid, switch some money into your Thailand fund. 
If you sell some old stuff, put that money into your Thailand fund. If someone gives 
you money for your birthday, you could say “Oh thanks, I’m going to put it into my 
Thailand fund.” 
 

You can do this with anything. Becoming debt-free, a trip, buying a car, buying a 
house, getting your kitchen done, a new bed, a new laptop, a new business, IVF 
treatment, new clothes for when you reach your goal weight, a fun family day out 
with the kids, a spa day with your bestie, a fishing trip with your dad, or anything else 
that you want to manifest into your reality.  
 

  



#26 Ring tone 

As we stated in #2 Phone Reminders and Alarms and also #5 Listen to music that 
lights you up, music is an anchor.  
 

Because we live in a technological age and most of us are never more than 3 feet 
away from our phones, we are very easily accessible to other people.  
 

Again, we can use this to our advantage. Why not use a song or melody as your 
ringtone that lights you up? If you and your partner have a dedicated song, use that 
for ringtone for them to create an anchor of love. Instead of seeing your boss’s name 
when your phone rings and feeling dread, you could assign the Darth Vader theme 
to create an anchor of humour. 
Make technology work for you. Use it to your advantage and create some anchors 
right now! 
  



#27 Vision boards 

Vision boards are nothing new. They are a pretty well known tool in the law of 
attraction world as well as the business world.  
 

The purpose of a vision board is to compile various photos, quotes 
and images that create an anchor for what you want to achieve or 
‘manifest’ into your life. Looking at your vision board should make 
you feel happy, excited, motivated and confident. It should inspire 

you to step into the you that you want to be.  
 

Creating a vision board doesn’t have to be complex or expensive. You can even use 
an old picture frame and print out images from your computer or cut them out of 
newspapers or magazines. But try to make it as aesthetically pleasing as you can. 
It’s purpose is to create an anchor for you. You want to feel good when you look at it. 
 

A vision board can be multiple random pictures of things you generally want in your 
life or it can be multiple images all relating to the same thing, almost like a sequence 
or steps to getting what you want to manifest into your life. How you choose to create 
your vision board should depend on what you want, what feels good to you and how 
complex you believe your manifestation to be.  
 

  



#28 phone case  
As I said previously, we are all using our phones almost constantly. So why not use 
this to your advantage? 

 

Most of us use phone cases to protect our precious phones as they’re so easily 
damaged. Some of us have already started to make the most of this by purchasing 
phone cases that also double as mini wallets or credit card holders.  
 

Others, like me, just buy a phone case that we think looks nice. But how nice does it 
look? What patterns or designs are on the phone case? Does it have inspirational 
words or create an anchor for the emotion you want? Or is it just… nice? 

 

You can purchase a phone case that creates your desired anchor, or even 
customise your current phone case with stickers, print outs or permanent markers to 
create the anchors that you want.  
 

Every time you hold your phone, look at your phone or even see it in your peripheral 
vision, you will subconsciously create that anchor and invite that emotion in.  
 

  



#29 Fridge 

We’ve all seen kid’s pictures on the fridge, right? Either on our own fridge or on other 
people’s. Kids get all excited about their latest masterpiece and we agree that it’s a 
work of art by displaying it for all to see.  
 

Every time you go to get the milk out of the fridge or open it up to look for inspiration 
for dinner, you’re greeted with their efforts as it sits proudly in the kitchen. 
 

Even when you’re just walking past, you either consciously or 
subconsciously notice it.  

 

Now, imagine that instead of, or as well as, your child’s picture, you had another 
picture. One of your dream holiday or one of your dream body. Imagine you had 
some inspiring words printed out or a quote that resonates with you. Imagine having 
yet another anchor in yet another part of your home. Imagine flooding your brain with 
all these anchors almost everywhere you turn and piece by piece you’re rewiring 
your brain to make this anchored emotion a habit.  
Worth it, right? 

 

  



#30 Bags and Briefcases 

FYI, I’m also going to include wallets and purses in this group too, but I just liked the 
alliteration of ‘Bags and Briefcases’.  
 

If I asked you to look into you bag (or briefcase or wallet) right now, what would you 
see? We spoke about the link between physical clutter and mental clutter in #17 
Declutter. So I want you to make sure any old receipts, papers and rubbish are all 
thrown out. Once you’ve made space, is there anything that can be replaced, 
updated or renewed? My hope is that when you open your bag you immediately 
create an anchor of luxury and abundance.  
 

Next, I want you to leave some clues (or anchors) to find. Hide a crystal, a £1 coin, a 
lucky charm, a small picture of your goal or the holiday you want to manifest. You 
can use anything you’ve learned in this book, or use your own ideas (which I’d love 
to hear).  
 

The idea is that when you’re rummaging through your bag to find something, let’s 
say… a pen (which I hope has been specifically picked to create an anchor), you will 
stumble across all these random anchors that you’ve planted. Even if you’re just 
reaching in to get your wallet, you may subconsciously see your eiffel tower keyring 
poking out, or your little book of love poems standing at the side, or the sticky note 
on the front of your diary that says “Say yes to life”. Whatever it is, it will all add up to 
rewiring your brain for happiness, success, and manifesting your dream life.  
 

It’s important that you customise everything you’ve learned in this 
book and adapt it to suit your own life, level and preferences. We’re 

all unique, we must celebrate that.  
 

  



Final Thoughts 

 

So there you have it.  
 

My 30 lazy ways to rewire your brain for happiness, success and manifesting your 
dream life.  
 

How many of these you customise and incorporate into your own life, is completely 
your choice but I hope you’ve found some value within these pages.  
 

As a last note, I want to reinforce that creating these anchors are a great way to 
supercharge your mindset in a lazy way, but it’s also important to remember that 
sometimes we do need to put the work in too. To create lasting and sustainable 
happiness, it may take a little more than just creating these anchors.  
 

Things like meditation, to help still your mind, bring in peace and reconnect you with 
a higher energy, or exercise, moving your body to move the energy and shake up 
how you’re feeling, may seem like a burden or an effort, but there’s a reason why so 
many people swear by them.  
 

Also, I just want to challenge you to be aware of what you’re consuming. What are 
you watching on the television? What books and magazines are you reading? What 
music are you listening to? What are you viewing on social media? What podcasts 
do you listen to? Who are you speaking with? What messages and anchors do these 
create in your life? If any of them are not creating joy or benefitting your life in any 
way, perhaps consider changing or eliminating any that do not make you happy.  
 

What lights you up? What do you feel called to do? If you knew you couldn’t fail and 
you had all the money and resources you needed, what would you set out to achieve 
to bring you the greatest joy? 

 

There’s a reason you’re on planet Earth right now and the world needs you to be as 
happy as possible, so you can share more of your gifts with us.  
 

 

Although this is the end of this book, this doesn’t have to end our time together.  
You can join my Facebook group for more tips, advice and challenges. 
You can read my blogs and find out more about working with me over on my 
website. 
I’d love to connect with you on instagram (@rhijonescoach) or Facebook and hear 
how you’re incorporating this book into your own life or if you have any tips of your 
own that you’d like to share. 
 

Every day is a new Chance to start again. What will you choose? 
 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/rhijones/
http://rhijones.com/blog/
http://rhijones.com/packages-and-pricing/
http://www.rhijones.com/
https://www.facebook.com/rhijonescoach/

